Sonifex Redbox RB-ML2
Microphone and Line Level Limiter
- Used (001664)

£99.99
Sonifex Redbox RB-ML2 Microphone and Line Level Limiter - Used (001664) The RB-ML2 has
two electronically balanced XLR-3 mic/line inputs. The mic preamps have independent pre-set
gain controls, and DIP switches for a 125Hz high pass filter and 48V phantom power. The outputs
of these amplifiers are passed through a VCA limiter circuit that can operate in either stereo or
dual mono mode. The two XLR-3 electronically balanced outputs can be set to either line or mic
level via a push-button. Each channel features input gain and threshold level control - a power
LED flashes to indicate when the signal is being limited. The item has been used, therefore
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